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to apply intercultural awareness because he showed a real connection 

upon the differences that he and Sadewa have. 

 

(ii) Intercultural Sensitivity of ACICIS Buddies 

The result of the research declared that both of the buddies 

confronted contrasting obstacles. According to Chen and Starosta 

(1997), this particular foundation exposes an individual’s ability to 

improve efficient emotions in regard to the appreciation of cultural 

differences, which yields appropriate intercultural communication 

competence. Eminently, this indicates that the positive emotional 

improvement is the main focus on how an individual executes 

intercultural sensitivity. In relation to that, Dodd (1991) also urged that 

cultural differences are articulated as in forms of how people think, feel, 

and act. In this circumstance, the two buddies individually had 

dissimilar styles of dealing with their own difficulties during the 

accommodation searching. They have similar issues to encounter which 

are time management and preferred accommodation. These issues are 

possibly personal for both sojourners. Also, during the process, the 

buddies and sojourners experienced particular experiences that might 

lead to intercultural sensitivity. As a result, both of the students buddies 

have different competence from one and another. 
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“The communication was difficult, because it was two different 
constraints of communication (the buddy to Nakula, and the buddy to 
another student).  

ICC/IS/NA/057 

“I think that causes changes in timing, and um.. you know finding a 
kos when your buddy had upto a commitment (another job) as well.”  

ICC/IS/NA/058 

“He’s trying to communicate that but then he, to solve that he um.. 
picked me to another pair buddies (because I have not found the place 
yet).”  

ICC/IS/NA/059 

“Yeah.. I think so (that the buddy is aware of sensitive topics). He 
understood (what sensitive topics are) like religion, or politics or 
world views and things like that.” 

ICC/IS/NA/090 

 
“Okay I don’t think that’s ever been any like big, big time of 

miscommunication (about sensitive topics).” 

ICC/IS/SA/043 

“(another student) and I we were still thinking about going and get 
more places just to have like a comparison of the different things that 
we will book and I think at that stage a.. my buddy maybe didn’t quite 
understand why we wanted to do that if we already find the place we 
like so..“ 

ICC/IS/SA/046 

“..and it sort of felt like he was a bit tentative sort of “ooh okay, 
well”.  

ICC/IS/SA/051 

Maybe he maybe will like um.. stealing too much of his time as well 
where he has other things to do haha.. but I.. yeah in the end though 
he’s like super nice and receptive and just like basically went along 
with.. what we wanted to do which is really nice.” 

ICC/IS/SA/052 
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Regarding to the earlier statements, both of the buddies have 

favorably encountered the problems with dissimilar solutions. Based on 

Nakula’s explanation, the communication between him and his buddy 

had been troubled. This inconvenience happened because the buddy 

have dealt with helping two students. One of the ACICIS staff, Mr. WR 

confirmed the reason why the buddy was relied on helping two students 

is that ACICIS has considered the buddy’s relevant skills and related 

experiences including being a buddy for two students in the previous 

semester, in which ACICIS staff contacted and asked for the buddy’s 

agreement about it in advance. Based on this statement, it shows that 

Nakula’s buddy is actuallycapable to tackle this certain condition. 

Nevertheless, the case apparently will always not be the same. Indeed, 

the communication that the buddy should maintain is divided into two 

ways, which are the buddy to Nakula and the buddy to another student.  

In addition, Nakula and another student have different competences in 

Bahasa as in regard to Nakula’s acknowledgement. There would be a 

possible inclination occurring from the buddy to another student 

because of it. As that happened, it becomes pronounced to Nakula’s 

statement that the communication was difficult. 

However, it is important to pinpoint that this situation is also a 

challenge for the buddy to understand the needs of both students and to 

find the right accommodation for them in effective ways and time. In 

this research context, the process of finding proper accommodation 
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becomes crucial because it is where the buddy and the student can 

negotiate and exchange ideas that might work between them, in terms 

of interaction, and communication to different cultural background and 

understanding. Based on Allwood (1985), the accommodation that the 

student needs can be categorized as a pattern of artifacts which may be 

perceived as culturally different among countries. Indeed, it seems like 

the accommodation matter is logistical, yet it is also personal and 

cultural because Nakula’s preferred accommodation would be 

something that he culturally gets used to. Besides that, it could also be a 

likelihood that Nakula and another student have different preference of 

accommodation that they need to take. Once the buddy got the idea of 

what accommodation that might be suitable for them, the buddy had to 

manage the time to visit the boarding houses either together as a group 

or individually. Inherently, this seemingly spent time for Nakula to go 

to another student’s boarding house as part of the accommodation 

searching. This also applies the other way around. As a matter of fact, 

the same type of preferred accommodation could have been an easier 

way to do, which turned out not even matched.  Time and preference 

are really personal and sensitive because Nakula and another student 

have different needs. This could have been not good if they did not 

really understand each other’s tolerance. The idea to meet the 

appropriate accommodation in a perfect time for both of the students 

seems to be difficult.  
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Furthermore, the accommodation searching happened to be not 

what Nakula expected because his buddy had to do another job 

commitment. This was an unfortunate because only Nakula who has not 

found the place yet. At this point, this basically means that the buddy 

did not fully finish helping Nakula to find his boarding house, which in 

the case is his responsibility. However, in advance, he talked about this 

to Nakula and had the thought of pairing him with Sadewa’s buddy. 

Nakula’s buddy with his awareness of having the responsibility finding 

a boarding house, had that alternative to solve the problem. Ultimately, 

this issue is not just about the buddy’s responsibility representing his 

intercultural sensitivity, but it is more about maintaining positive 

emotions that Nakula has in this specific case, where Nakula might try 

to be culturally and emotionally sensitive as well. For that reason, his 

course of action counts as an attempt to improve Nakula’s emotion 

which is related to Chen’s statement (1990, 2014).  

In the other discussion, Sadewa’s buddy also had a correlative 

situation. The buddy who was at first only in charge helping Sadewa, 

became responsible for another student, Nakula. Supposedly, it seems 

that this circumstance is similar to what Nakula’s buddy has 

experienced, which was involving two students. Though, the main 

problem was rather on how to understand Sadewa’s motive behind 

observing numerous boarding houses at this time. Sadewa revealed that 

the main purpose was to compare different facilities included in the 
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boarding houses. He admitted that they went to nine different places. As 

mentioned, Sadewa assumed that the buddy was not thoroughly aware 

of Sadewa’s intention to observe more boarding houses because the 

buddy showed his tentative reaction. This could mean that the buddy 

was feeling unsure and confused about the well-suited accommodation 

for them. Also, there is a possibility that the buddy was not truly okay 

with the time because it took much longer than he expected and he has 

got other things to do. Thus, these might be the reasons why the buddy 

did not get the reason why Sadewa actually wanted to look for more 

accommodations.  

Despite of that, the buddy effectively improved positive 

emotions as the process went to the end. Sadewa’s buddy provided a 

full commitment to find the right accommodation for Sadewa. Not only 

that, the buddy also found the place for Nakula, who was not his 

responsibility at the beginning. This could be mean that the buddy has 

strong intercultural sensitivity (Hammer, Benett, & Wiseman, 2003). 

Sadewa pleaded that in the end the buddy was super nice and receptive. 

He described that the buddy went along with what he wanted to do. 

Based on Sadewa’s explanation, it can be concluded that his buddy 

performed well in intercultural sensitivity. 

From the results presented above, it can be concluded that both 

of the buddies demonstrated intercultural sensitivity in different ways. 

Nakula’s buddy was counted as fair to intercultural sensitivity because 


